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Streamlining Operations: Integrating Zoho
Inventory, CRM, Books, ShipStation, and
OpenCart for LAPTOP PANE

Executive Summary 
LAPTOP PANEL stands as a prominent supplier
in Australia, boasting an extensive inventory of
replacement laptop panels, particularly
specializing in LED LCD screens across all laptop
brands. 

Offering cost-effective solutions, customers benefit
from substantial savings, with our replacement
LED LCD screens typically priced between 40% to
60% less than those offered by major laptop
manufacturers like Toshiba, Dell, HP, Lenovo,
Sony, Acer, and Asus. Our competitive edge lies in
direct partnerships with major LED LCD
manufacturers, allowing us to offer these
exceptional prices directly to our customers.

LAPTOP PANEL

Mission & Vision 
To provide high-quality replacement LED
LCD screens for laptops at significantly
reduced prices, sourced directly from major
manufacturers, ensuring affordability and
reliability for customers across Australia.
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Challenges
Order Processing Complexity LAPTOP PANEL encountered complexities in seamlessly

converting OpenCart orders into accurate Sales Orders
within Zoho Books, Zoho CRM and Zoho Inventory.
Managing the intricacies of order processing workflows
posed a significant challenge, affecting the efficiency of sales
order creation.

Inconsistent SKU Management Maintaining consistency in SKU management between
OpenCart and Zoho Books proved challenging.
Discrepancies in SKUs hindered smooth order tracking and
operational synchronization, impacting overall efficiency.

Error-Prone Tracking Information LAPTOP PANEL faced issues retrieving and accurately
attaching tracking details from ShipStation to respective
shipments in Zoho Inventory. This affected the visibility of
shipment tracking information for customers, impacting
service quality.

Manual Error Resolution The absence of a robust error-handling mechanism led to
manual error resolutions for LAPTOP PANEL. This
resulted in delays in transaction processing and the
resolution of discrepancies, affecting operational efficiency.

User Interface Complexity: LAPTOP PANEL encountered challenges due to the lack of
an intuitive interface for configuration and monitoring. This
complexity impacted the management of the integration
process, making it harder to oversee and modify settings
effectively.

Security and Compliance Concerns: Security vulnerabilities in data protection protocols raised
concerns for LAPTOP PANEL. The integration required
stringent security measures to ensure compliance and
safeguard sensitive information during data transfer and
processing.



Solution

Streamlined Order
Processing in Zoho CRM
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FAIRCHANCE FOR CRM configured Zoho
CRM to seamlessly generate Sales Orders in Zoho
Books upon OpenCart orders, automating customer
creation for new profiles and facilitating smooth
invoicing.

SKU Consistency via Zoho
Inventory
We established a standardized SKU system between
Zoho Inventory and OpenCart, ensuring uniformity.
Automated SKU generation in Zoho Inventory
streamlined sales order processing.

Enhanced Tracking Integration
FAIRCHANCE FOR CRM improved the tracking
integration between Zoho Inventory and
ShipStation. They successfully integrated
ShipStation data with Zoho Inventory, enhancing
customer visibility and service efficiency.



Automated Error Handling
and Notifications
Robust error-handling mechanisms were set up
in Zoho CRM and Books by FAIRCHANCE
FOR CRM, automating error resolution
processes. This included instant notifications for
failed transactions, ensuring swift resolutions.

User-Friendly Interface Design

We enhanced the user interface in Zoho Books,
simplifying the configuration and monitoring
processes. This design improved the integration's
transparency and ease of use.

Data Security Enhancement
FAIRCHANCE FOR CRM strengthened data
protection protocols in Zoho CRM and Books,
ensuring compliance and securing sensitive
information during integration.
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Result 

FAIRCHANCE FOR CRM strategic implementation of Zoho CRM for record management, Zoho
Books for invoicing, and Zoho Inventory for stock effectively addressed the integration challenges faced
by the company. This tailored solution ensured a seamless flow of data from OpenCart to Zoho Books,
enabling swift and accurate sales order creation. Unified SKU management between Zoho Inventory and
OpenCart streamlined inventory processes, improving operational efficiency. 

Moreover, the enhanced tracking integration bolstered customer visibility and service efficiency. Robust
error-handling mechanisms automated issue resolution, while an improved user interface simplified
configuration and monitoring. Reinforced data security measures upheld compliance, and a dedicated
testing environment ensured smooth deployment, collectively transforming the integration landscape
and optimizing business operations for LAPTOP PANEL.

Applications Implemented 

ZOHO CRM
ZOHO  BOOKS
ZOHO INVENTORY 
SHIPSTATION 
OPENCART



They have been fantastic to work with, fully understanding
requirements and implementing a high quality solution.
                                                                     
                                                                                                        Armand D

CLIENT FEEDBACK

What Our Client Says



FAIRCHANCE FOR CRM provides round-the-clock services and maintenance to keep your
business on the growing and developing track to generate the revenue within the budget. We have
expert team to work on the Zoho CRM platform thoroughly with all of automation and
innovation.  In addition to this, we are able to provide individualized solutions that are adapted
to match the particular requirements of each customer, so ensuring the highest possible levels of
efficiency and production.

With 700+ customers in 70+ countries, today we are all set to become a trusted growth partner to
your business!

For the purpose of assisting businesses in improving their customer relationship management, the
FAIRCHANCE FOR CRM platform offered solutions that were both individualized and
efficient in terms of cost. enterprises are able to obtain significant insights into the behavior and
preferences of their customers using the platform’s powerful analytics capabilities, which in turn
enables the enterprises to modify their marketing tactics in accordance with those preferences.
Businesses have the ability to improve customer happiness and loyalty while simultaneously
optimizing their use of resources to achieve optimum efficiency when they implement
FAIRCHANCE FOR CRM.
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About FAIRCHANCE FOR CRM 

Contact Us

Medina Tower, Muslim Town Morr, Ferozepur
Road, Lahore, Punjab 54000

fairchance@fairchanceforcrm.com

+92-304-4384009

Fairchance786

fairchanceforcrm.com

https://www.facebook.com/fairchanceforcrm
https://www.instagram.com/fairchancecrm/
https://twitter.com/fairchance4crm
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fairchance-for-crm/
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=923044384009
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=923044384009
https://www.skype.com/en/
https://fairchanceforcrm.com/

